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Introduction
High order essentially nonoscillatory (ENO) nite di erence methods give very accurate travletimes without tracing rays, Osher and Sethian (1988) . The objective of this paper is to show that both 2D and 2.5D amplitudes may be computed using similar nite di erence methods. The transport equation for the 2.5D wave propagation splits into a 2D transport equation and another advection equation (with no approximation). The solution of the 2D transport equation gives the in-plane component whereas the solution of the advection equation is the out-of-plane component of the amplitude. All advection equations can be approximated e ciently by nite di erence methods. We tested this method on synthetic and eld data examples. Elsewhere we have shown that the simulations resulting from employment of nite di erence 2D amplitudes in a volumetric formulation of high frequency asymptotic linearized modeling give remarkably accurate approximations to full waveform nite di erence simulations, Symes et. al., (1994) . In this report we show that in both 2D and 2.5D the corresponding inversion formulae are also quite accurate, in the sense that resimulations (forward modeling using the inversion output as input) of the data come quite close to tting it.
Methodology
In high frequency inversion methods, for constant density acoustics, the amplitude of the wave eld is computed by solving the transport equation, 2r ra + ar 2 = 0;
(1) where and a are the traveltime and amplitudes of the wave eld, respectively. 
where p is the slowness. Di erentiating equation (5) twice with respect to y gives (after some algebra) to r r(1= yy ) = 1; (6) which is an advection equation for yy . For the 2.5D, 1= yy , where is the running parameter along the ray for which dx d = r (x); (7) Lewis and Keller (1964) . Hence equation (6) (8) for yy and using this in equation (4), leads to the out-of-plane component of the amplitude. Asymptotic inversion formula, Beylkin (1985) involve the rate of change of ray take-o angle with respect to source and receiver positions. These quantities are constant along rays, hence obey yet other advection equations, e.g. r r(@ s =@x s ) = 0: (9) Here s is the traveltime of the ray from the source and/or the receiver at x s to the output point in the subsurface.
Numerical analysis
Discritize the traveltime eld on a uniform grid with steps x; z:
(10) k = K ? ; :::; K + and j = J ? ; :::; J + . De ne the standard rst di erence operators
(11) The ENO second order correction is de ned by adding a multiple of the smallest second order difference oriented in the same direction: Note that no second order correction is made if the centered and one-sided second di erences di er in sign, as then higher-order corrections are presumeably more important. The depth marching scheme for the eikonal equation also gives an approximate z?derivative: @ @z 
The choice of forward or backward di erence inside the square root on the right hand side is according to the sign of the x?di erence of , i.e., upwind (backwards along the rays). This choice is essential to maintain linear and nonlinear stability of the scheme. See Osher and Sethian (1988) for more details. The p 2 cos 2 max term under the square root limits the angle of rays computed accurately by this scheme, and enables us to treat the eikonal (and later the transport) problems as evolution problems in z (e.g. by preventing the argument of the square root from becoming negative). Traveltimes and other quantities are computed accurately at points joined to the source by ( rst arrival) rays making at all times angles < max with the vertical. This limitation is reasonable when most energy travels nearly vertically. Since the scheme just explained is explicit, it is conditionally stable, and a limit on z= x must be enforced (CFL condition).
Since the limit on z is unknown a priori and likely to be smaller than the grid z, we ensure stability through a substepping scheme, (see Symes, et. al., 1994 for details 
Use of second order upwind x?di erences approximations to the rst x?derivative, the centered difference approximation to the second x?derivative, and the eikonal scheme just explained for @ =@z gives a discrete approximation (r 2 ) k j to the above expression (equation (15)). An upwind choice of derivative of loga i guarantees that discretization error from discontinuities in @ =@x (if such occur) does not pollute the solution, as such discontinuities only occure downwind of neighboring points. Also upwind di erences for loga i simplify the computation at the boundary, just as in the eikonal scheme, Symes et. al., (1994) . Equation (2), (4), (8) and (9) all take the form 8 < :
Finite Di erence 2.5D Kirchho Inversion where a = (@ =@x)=(@ =@z) (note that the ray angle limitation ensures that @ =@z > 0). We solve these using a second order upwind scheme of Sei and Symes (1995) 
Here a + = max(a; 0) and a ? = min(a; 0). This scheme works if there is \out ow" at the boundaries, which translates here into: (a + ) k j+ = 0 and (a ? ) k j? = 0. This scheme is also explicit, hence conditionally stable at best. We have found by trial and error that the stability limit (CFL condition) for equation (17), is some what more restrictive than that for eikonal scheme. A substepping procedure ensures that the scheme remains stable while outputting the advected quantities on an apriori speci ed grid.
Numerical Experiments Elsewhere Symes et. al., (1994) we have given direct evidence for the accuracy of the 2D amplitudes produced by the procedure just outlined, by comparision of high frequency asymptotic modeling results using these amplitudes with full wave nite di erence simulation. The reader can also consult this reference for the precise continum and discritized high frequency asymptotic (Kirchho , Ray-Born) modeling and migration operators used in our work; these formulae are quite conventional. In this section we illustrate the use of 2D and 2.5D amplitudes in high-frequency asymptotic inversion operators. Since our modeling operators accept a volumetric (gridded) re ectivity input, (as opposed to an interfacial description, say), as is output by the migration or inversion operators, we can judge the success of the inversion operator in a very simple way: we resimulate the data, i.e., model using the inversion output as input, and compare with the data. Example 1: This example is typical of many small synthetic tests. The velocity model is smooth and layered except for a localized low-velocity anomally embedded near surface. The target re ectivity is layered (depends only on depth). Maximum receiver o set is 1728 m, receiver spacing is 24m. The source is isotropic point with 15Hz center frequency Ricker time dependence. Resimulation based on inversion of single gather shows excellent agreement with the input data, Figure ( 
5D Kirchho Inversion Conclusions
We have described e cient nite di erence methods for computing 2D and 2.5D geometric acoustics amplitudes, compatible with high-order nite di erence traveltime solvers. When energy responsible for dominant events in the re ection seismogram travels within a subhorizontal aperture, these methods provide accurate components for e ective asymptotic linearized modeling, migration and inversion operators. 
